Abstracts for the 2020 Creation Conference

Dr. Russell Humphreys’ topics:

1. The First Four Days

This cosmology goes through the first four days (of ordinary length) of Genesis 1, particularly the making of the heavenly bodies on the fourth day and the arrival of the light from them upon the earth within that same day. The emphasis will be on finding out what God said happened, not on how He did it.

2. God’s Big Magnets in the Sky

This talk picks up on a clue from the previous talk as to how God made the heavenly bodies and the earth and how He made their magnetic fields. It traces what happened to the fields after creation down to this day, taking a tour of the Solar System and visiting the stars. All five of the predictions this theory made in the Creation Research Society Quarterly in 1984 have since been verified by space probes. The theory could only work if (a) the Solar System is about 6,000 to 10,000 years old, and (b) the earth and heavenly bodies were made in the way the Bible suggests.

Spike Psarris’ topics:

1. The Origin of the Solar System

This presentation goes planet-by-planet through our Solar System, showing how each of the planets (along with many of their moons) uniquely contradicts the best secular origins models.

2. Our Goldilocks Cosmos

Did the Universe form in a random, unguided Big Bang event? Or is it instead the work of a Designer? This talk discusses many ways in which the cosmos is fine-tuned for us, showing plainly the handiwork of our wonderful Creator (as Romans 1 says). It ends with a discussion of multiverse theory (the preferred secular response to fine-tuning arguments), exposing the absurdity of its logical implications.